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INTRODUCTION

When designing cannon systems, the durability (fatigue) life of the cannon tube must be measured
(remf 1). Requirem s sate dim the fadtiue teat must be performed in the open-ended condition. Since cannon
tubes have relatively lage bore diameter and ame tested at pressuies as high as 100 Ksi, significant end loads are
produced. Historically, two methods of reacting these end loads have been used- a large capacity press
(Figum 1) or a mandl (Figure 2).

The mandrel method utilizs a large solid steel be di passes through the center of the test specmen.
Sealing closuries ar then slid over each end of die mandrel and into the gap between the mandrel and the
specimen. The eands of the mandre ae threaded so dot large nuts can secure the sealing closures in place.
High pressure fluid is pumped through a small, angled porthole in the mandrel. The fluid enters the test
specimen om the muadrel at a point between the two sealing closu. With this scheme, the only end loads
reacted by the mandrel am those generated by the pressur acting on the sealing area between the mandrel and
the tent specimen. This relatively small axial load is combined with extemal compressive loads as a result of the
p fluid between the teat specmen and the mandrel Thes combined loads coupled with sress
c aion factor associated with die fluid exit port result in a very short mandrel fatigue life.

The pms method allows the end loads to be reacted from outside of the test specimen. The magnitude
of this end load is quite high since th test pressuie acts die eon ire cross-sectional am of the sealing closure.
These end loads can beas high 3000 kips. It is difficult to designand build a compact press that will
survive extended cyclic loding at these loading level. ncmram die faigue strength of dhe press is possible by
preloading the poets in a manner similar to preloading a bolt. In this repom we will demonsam the design
method used to develop a compact, high capacity, fat press rated for continuous servie at 3000
kips. Of particular interM is the innovative method ued to premad the press posts.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The objective was to design a press with a life of 1,000,000 cycles at a maximum externally applied
load of 3000 kips with a minimum safety factor of 2.0. The maerial to be used was restited to the available
materials for cost and convenience consideratons. The top and bottom platens from existing non-preloaded
presses were to be utilized. The Press was to accommoda test specimens as long as 65 inches. Previous
studies (ref 2) have shown that the likely fatigue failure location on presses used to react end loads is the press
post. The dthu of this study was to design press posts that will survive die design requirements stated above.
To meet these requimients, a design similar to d• e design shown in Fqire I was used. Namely, thee is a top
and bottom platen commected by two posm Since the new press was to be preloadcd, it became evident that
platen adjustability, with regard to specimen size, would have to be omitted. Once again, the bulk of the design
was to determine the conditions under which two posts of approximately 7-inch diameter subjected to cyclic
loading ranging from zero to 3000 kips could survive 1000,000 cycle,.

BASIC CONCEPT

The platens of the preloaded Press am held in place by threaded nuts. The mating threads on the posts
produce sue concentraton factors that am the source of faigue crack initiation and failure. To design a
fastener connection that eliminates this s Pe concentration is beyond the scope of this work. The preloading of
bol has been a long-standing techlique in extending the life of a threaded connection (ref 3). This method can
be applied to the press with some small modifications. By placing a larg washer or compression sleeve around
the posts between the two plates, each post can be preloaded to a specific value. This preload reduces the
damaging effects of lare alternating mestes, SA (also known as ess amplitude). Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c
illustrate the advantages of reducing the alternating stresses. A preloaded press arrangement is shown in
Figure 4.



The memorias used to consauct the smructual components at do prom am described with their
m dechsoica properiesn in Tabl 1. Each plon is 17 incý hlkg 16 inches deep nd 48 inches wide,. Two
hole Ip enough for doi pre poal to Pass through am mechined symmetrically at esch end. MW
comp4ressi onm areevsu 65 inches long with a minner dimmer (ID) of 8 inche soad an outer diamte (OD) of
12 inches. T mumnhaveenIlDof7inchuesudanODof 13 inches. Thepositsar 115 incheslonwithanOD
of 7 incheL The pow wem oweded pprominwAely 11 inches from •ch nL The dnId used were
7-4UNRC-2A, with 0.027 inb mimn n rMoo mdl.. Aft machining and bea among, the theads on te posts
and the mu were shot peened with 0.008 diamese shot to 0.012A intensity and 100 percent coverage. Other
sams-,sducing features wer applied to dh pont sad die not. Each end of the pose received slight undercuts
beoe die ihr threA and each at had a upered noa (Figure 5). These two fetures help reduce the steses
at the first loaded thread (ref 3).

It imps r o noe that the ane of manp mume is ae intended to imply that such mameal be
incPMM int the ASME Pressure Vessel Md Piping Code for fHgh Pressure Vessels (Sect. VIiiM Div. 3).
The us of this moaerial was a atempt to udlin a high-strengh marial with a high enm.ce limit, while

am th sie of die components. The authors mu swmu of uumeros probloms mociated with the use of
this materia in simir applics, including noich mssvi mad susceput so streWs corsin cmci=g as
toghnes limitations were also cosidered. We have addresed these problems by incorporating several
safogne m into die prss Shot peening de threads will reduce die possibift of stress corrosion cracking by
plingo thoe mW most likely to initia m-ess cu ion cuc in a sm of comprm ve residual stress. Each
post end leeve was ia the tm of cosoummtion and coonum to be momiored for residl stores.
Should loss of resMidua sts be obseved (indicating di presence of cmcks), us of the pre will be haled A
snoi mspection pNrcedure applied at regular intervals is in effect. Onc the presence of crack is
nowd, the press will be removed frm swve. We andci tat the prs will survive its design life, but
consider the incorpoation of these seaeguars as prud.ent

FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION MEFHOD

With prloaded connectons. the tensile prelooded component is loaded such that it has a tensile
minimum sts, and the compressively Waded pot hes a compmmive minimum ses. When dte cyclic load is
applied, the compressive residl mems un die compressively loaded put must be overcmne before substedtallyinc-ing thdie tensie amesan the component with tmns residual mss. Theref , the effect of the probed is
to increm the mom m on di umsile loaded component end redu its mess amplitude during cycling.
MMy methods ot sanlysui have been developed for determining the effect of tensile meen sum s on the fiu
perfo 1Manc of! comPonnP-ts. The most commonly applied method is the Gjoodmur approach, although success
has been demonstrted by using tie Gerber and So&debg approaches (ref 4).

The mon conservative of them methods is the Soderbeg approach. With this method, it is assumed
that the locus Of points, which describes those combientions of mean s-es,1. SS. and sumss amplitude, SA,
resulting in the same faigue life. is a stagight line oan a plot of mess amplitude on the ordinate and mean stess
on the abscism For a life of 1.000,000 cycles the Soderberg line inmrsec the alermating stres axis at the
ehace limit of dt material. S. and intersects the meae ess axis aW the yield strength, Sy, of the material
Combiation of mean stme mad aternating sess tha faill to the right and above the line will have lives dste
then 1,000J00 cycle, while combintions of men mress and alternating stres left and below the line wil have
lives loger thea 1,000,000 cyclel. Fwm 6 shmws the Soderberg lIe for a matrial with an endurnm limit of
100 Ksi and a yield streng of 237 Ksi. Also plotted in the figure a short-life condition (above the line) and
a long-life coudition (below the line).
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When detmining the fastigue life of compon tha pom ste concentrations, die Soderberg line
must be slightly almed. Instead of drawing the Sodeabg line from the yield point on the mewa stress axis to
the ndubance limit on the auumnating stm axis, dn Une is drawn from the yield point on do mea s a xi
to a value reprmeuet the endimce limit divided by die stus concentuion factor on the altraming swss axis
(Figure 7). The smss concentation factor. Y. or in this case, the fatigue strength reduction factor due to cut
tdreds, is commonly accpted a 3.8 (ref 5).

The dmip requimmeut of a minimum safety fac of 2.0 must be accounted for. This requiment is
met when the plot of mean stema and stress amplitude flls below the line that intersects the ordinate at the
enduance limit divided by twice the fiu smnqth reduction factor ad the abscisa at half the yield strngth
(lrigm 8). By using a known formula for the safety factor a applied to the Soderberg crioria, these
inte-sec-ion points can be calculated for FSP2 a (ref 4)

S'SffS - SM + KI.SAS¶/SR

We have now defined the anr within which any combination of man stess and stess amplitude will
yield a fatigue life equal to or geater than 1,000,000 cycles at a load of 3000 kips and with a minimum safety
factor of 2.0.

FATIGUE LOS CALCULATIONS

To detemine th life of the pasn posts in a non-preloaded and a preloaded press, the sresses produced
during opermtion mus be detmmined. The steses in the posts are de normal tensile stresses necessary to react
the end loads, aid the bending lads developed to accommoda tei deformation of the platens. The normal
tuile stm omduced a5 the end load produced during uting divided by the area of the two press posts. The
bending stawese an calculemed a follows.

The platen is loaded a a beam with the totd and load acting at its mid-span and supported by dhe two
posts. Asuming the pla to be a simly-sup d bem, e aigle through which the post reaction points
mu roue is given by the equation (ef 6)

wheoe is ihe aig of rowion, W is the to load (3000 kips), I is the suppor span, E s modulus of
elasticity (29,000 li), and I is the moment of iner. The platen is a solid rectmagular block 16 inches deep
and 17 inches high with a support span between the two press posts of 32 inches. To be conservative, the
moment of inertia was calculk d at de cros section where the posts pas through the platm. Using well-known
formulae (ref 7), the vahlue of I is

= 3275 in.'12

Substituting these values into the above equatdon, we find

- 6.74 x 104 radians

3



Bodh plum. a thioug dds so& at the points whate the powe pas trough doem. This bends die
posts tmough do same anl Since this is a peun bnding loa the mruling radius of curvauve of dhe post is
(ref 6)

where L is the leagW h of the post and 20 is thu double angb pmtduced when both platens ddlet unda load.
The effective lnth of doe proe pox for this calculation is thu dismce between the plaen (65 inches).
Subu"u-ng tbeme values, we fd dwn the madius of cVm re of ch pm pon is 48,234 inches. From baic
bending thoy (rf 8). t bdinsm.ss, 5, prod.ucd by this dfommA is

where D is th dimener of the poss post (7 inches). Substituting ito his equation, we find that the bfning
sms produced is 2.1 Ks

Retang t the calculations for nomal soas de mile amen ane (ref 9) of a 7.00-4UNR-2A drod
is 35.7 in.. om this value we mul sumitm 0A4 hi. because tdeme is a 0.75-in. diernew hole in the center of
ch Mim post. The mum for te boles will be eidned law with the prloading procetm. Mw resulting

tes.le sme am is 35.26 in.. Asming syrnrnemical loinw between the two posts, each post support 15M0
kipt, procduf a normal srew- of 42.54 Ki The wel n dm aun -e1 produced in each post is de
IMIpeiotion of the nmml and b•nding sesus or 44A4 XIi. Te mmn stress is then equal to the average of
the maxmum and minimem aistes or 22.32 XKs The smos lnpId is also 22.32 Ksi (we Figme 3a). This
po as plotled in Pl~e 9 and cilyof fais to the right and abov the Sodeebeg line representing a safezy factor
of 2.0. The calcukled safty fam for this com•union of -ms ams= and alkeuating soss is 1.06. Therefore,
the use at a th ded pross post wihbout ploadin will rult in a falgue life tia does not meet th safety

reuiemnt stesed in the original objective.

When d rminkig the appro2•ri amount of peload, an amount must be used to prevent separation of
any of the components in die lond train. Should the compression sleeve lose all of is compressive loading, the
benefits of probating do ptan will be lIo. The minimum pieload to prevent los of compression in the
compreon sleeve is (rf 10)

F, - (kS,&% +i ku)) x Px

-1 .1 1--

where ks is die sinm of the compression sleve (2032 kipt .), k4 is the stiffness of twh ele (177M
kiWmfn.), ke is the combined stiffless of the pirts unde compinesson (24,199 kips/'n.), k4 is the stiffness of he
posts (10,458 kip]nm.), and Pmx is tie maximum extmlly •aplied load to each post (1500 kips). Substituting,
we find dat the minimum preload is F, a 1047 kip.
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TIis the theoretical minmum preload value. To inure that there is no loss of c ompressio of the
compuum slamw a ulmpd of 1200 kips was used. Now we mst use this value to demmine the cyclic
fcand stress in the • •ulomied pon using the following formulae. The maximum force applied to the post
is (ra4)

F - (k,i(k, * k)) x Pm + F,

I *~ 1652 klps

With A~ and Pmx a the minimum and maximum applied post-loods during the fatigue cycle. we can
deeune tbe mean lcd and load unpllade and subsequtly, the mam me and stress amplitude. Using the
teuuile su ane and bnding st1e ss found oulet, the mean stress on the prokded post is 40.8 Ka and the
stress amplitde on the reloaded post is 6.76 KL Ths point is ploned in Figure 9 and clearly fails to the left
and below he Sodereg liUn for FS-2. TI calculated saft ac is 2.33.

Wer enow Ita to have a iftin e s, • o 1,000,00 cyles. Not included in tis quantitative
analysis re the benefits from shot peeing, a well a the ohr geometric features listed earlier.

APPLICATION OF PUELOAD

The necessary preoaed was applied in the followig manner. The total elongation of the press post to
achieve a preload of 1,20000 pounds equals the elongation, of the post plus hie compression of the sleeve and
the compression of both platens

where = FAWF, -A L a lengh of compo in qution A is dhe area of the component in quetion mad E is
the elastic modulus of the component in question. Substituting, we have 8p = 0. 1097 in., 8. = 0.0428 in., 8M,.
0.0068 in., and ,.n 0.1661 in.

To produce a deflection of 0.1661 in., a not of pitch 0.250 in. must be turned 0.1661/0.250 or 0.664
revolution or 239 degrees. The toopues requIrDt produce this deflection are beyond the means of production
at our facility. To oveom this shordtl the following procedure was used.

The press wu assembled and the nuts were mechanically tirqued to 600 ft-lbs to assure a uniform
iii condton our beatng elemens approximately 0.750 inch in diameter and 36 iches long, were placed
in hols drilled down the cete of each press po•t (Figure 10). One heating element was inserted in each end of
esch post. The hating eements provided a total of 22,000 wats of power and a watt density of 78 watnm.z.
Sufficient heat was applied to thermally expand the pots allowi 239 degees of nut rotation. Once this nut
rotation was achieved, the pres wa allowed to cool. The sleeves prevented the posts from returning to their
origiinl length, thus applying th preload. Manioring methods were used to ensure that the preload was actually
alied The sleeve and posts were at the time of asembly. Strain gages were applied and
residual sesses were meamnd. Th results of the m m ents suggested that sufficient preload had been

The minimum increase in pottmeauerequired to produce the preload is calculated as (ref 11)

drr a 8,/(Let)

where g is the liw coefficient of thermal expansion or 5.82 E-6 inJF at 5300 F. Substituting. we find that the
Wmpeaue increee necessay is 293" F. This tmuperature rise will not result in any adverse effect on any
material component used to construct the press.

5



CONCLUSIONS

It ho bem show that indci a reload in do daraded posts of a high capacity press sinificaindy
in u h lift Ho the cmiectim . lbs apl iama of tdis preload will alleviae the failues of Oat fixwring
uaclwd wit di afg of opi-end cyllmdus sobjecd m hih prmessr cyclic ak g. Mwt press wa
.MrnmId uduung high-sua th maedas fr convemmu A though dim are pownudal problems asociated
with the us of su=c ama sl, whin approprin car is tam in uomin ring the performance of the assembled
prom, we we covaiced dot long lia and sae opmdon is possible wih dtiis conscon metod
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES

COMPONENT MATERIAL .2% YIELD ENDURANCE
STR (ksi) LIMIT (ksi)

Platens AISI 4140 80 (min) 42

Sleeves A519 95 (min) 62

Nuts A723 140 (min) 72

Posts Marage Stl 237 100
Grade C250

Table 1
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2-POST PRELOADED PRESS
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T7CHNICAL REPORT EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LIST

NO. OF NO. OF

ASST SEC OF THE ARMY COMMANDER
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
ATrN: DEFT FOR SCI AND TECH 1 ATTN: SMCRI-ENM 1
THE PENTAGON ROCK ISLAND, IL 61299-5000
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20310-0103

MIAC/CINDAS
ADMINISTRATOR PURDUE UNIVERSITY
DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFO CENTER 12 P.O. BOX 2634
ATrN: DTIC-FDAC WEST LAFAYETTE, IN 47906
CAMERON STATION

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304-6145 COMMANDER
U.S. ARMY TANK-AUTMV R&D COMMAND

COMMANDER ATTN: AMSTA-DDL (TECH LIBRARY) 1
U.S. ARMY ARDEC WARREN, MI 48397-5000
ATTN: SMCAR-AEE I

SMCAR-AES, BLDG. 321 1 COMMANDER
SMCAR-AET-O, BLDG. 351N 1 U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY
SMCAR-CC 1 ATrN: DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICS 1
SMCAR-FSA 1 WEST POINT, NY 10966-1792
SMCAR-FSM-E 1
SMCAR-FSS-D, BLDG. 94 1 U.S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND
SMCAR.IMI-L (STINFO) BLDG. 59 2 REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFO CENTER 2

PICATINNY ARSENAL, NJ 07806.5000 ATTN: DOCUMENTS SECTION, BLDG. 4484
REDSTONE ARSENAL, AL 35898-5241

DIRECTOR
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH LABORATORY COMMANDER
ATTN: AMSRL-DD-T, BLDG. 305 1 U.S. ARMY FOREIGN SCI & TECH CENTER
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD ATMN: DRXST-SD 1

21005-5066 220 77 ITH STREET, N.E.
CHARLO'rTESVILLE, VA 22901

DIRECTOR
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH LABORATORY COMMANDER
ATIW: AMSRL-WT-PD (DR. B. BURNS) 1 U.S. ARMY LABCOM
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

21005-5066 ATTN: SLCMT-IML (TECH LIBRARY) 2
WATERTOWN, MA 02172-0001

DIRECTOR
U.S. MATERIEL SYSTE3S ANALYSIS ACTV COMMANDER
ATTN: AMXSY-MP 1 U.S. ARMY LABCOM, ISA
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD ATTN: SLCIS-IM-TL

21005-5071 2800 POWER MILL ROAD
ADELPHI, MD 20783-1145

NOM MEAN NOTIFY COMMANDER, ARMAMENT RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND ENGINEERING CENTrR. U.S
ARMY AMccOM. AnTy+ sNt A•DOfI= SMCAR-.cc3's WATERVLIENJNY 121i9-4050 OF ADDRESS CHANGES.



TECHNICAL REPORT EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LIST (CONTD)

NO. OF NO. OF

C S COPIE

COMMANDER COMMANDER
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE AIR FORCE ARMAMENT LABORATORY
ATTN: CHIEF, IPO I ATTN: AFATL`MN
P.O. BOX 12211 EGLUN AFB, FL 32542-5434
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC 27709-2211

COMMANDER
DIRECTOR AIR FORCE ARMAMENT LABORATORY
U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY ATIN: AFAThtMNF
ATTN: MATERIALS SCI & TECH DIV 1 EGLIN AFB, FL 32542-5434

CODE 26.27 (DOC LIBRARY) 1
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20375

Nan& PLEASE NOTIFY COMMANDER, ARMAMENT RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND ENGINEERING CENTER, U.S.
ARMY AMCCOM, ATIN: BEIN4t LABORATORiES, SMCAR-CC-IT, WATERVLIET, NY 12189-4050 OF ADDRESS
CHANGES.


